St. Gallen, 22nd May 2019

Acquisition of «RONA - tomorrow’s classics»

Dear customer
We are delighted to inform you that at the beginning of May 2019, we took over the «RONA –
tomorrow’s classics» embroidery collection. Over the past few years, this embroidery
collection has become a strong brand. Taking over this brand ensures continuity.
As you know, this year acundis ltd is celebrating its tenth birthday. acundis ltd has developed
into a global embroidery company with its own production sites in Italy and China. Leading
lingerie and fashion manufacturers are being provided with acundis’ own collections
(references at www.acundis.com). Customers not only appreciate the fast and competent
support service, but also the unique combination of sophisticated fashion and lingerie
collections. We always guarantee high quality standards, no matter if we produce in Europe
or in Asia.
With our two embroidery collections acundis and «RONA – tomorrow’s classics», we can now
offer you an even wider range of embroidery designs.

«RONA – tomorrow’s classics»
As the name itself suggests, «RONA – tomorrow’s classics» is all about classic designs that
never go out of style. Here you will find elegance of the past, the present and the future.
Here you will find the evergreens of tomorrow.

acundis – young, fresh, en vogue.
Mainly themed young, fresh and en vogue, our acundis collection includes a selection of
seductive and exquisite modern designs. Our fashionable and visual designs will support you
to achieve your goals and to create your successfull lingerie collection.
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We are very much looking forward to visiting you soon again in order to present you our
collections.
If you have any questions, you are most welcome to contact us at any time.

Yours sincerely
acundis ltd

Martin Hutter
Managing Director

Andreas Kircher
Sales Manager

Haitao Zhang
General Manager China

PS: By the way, from 6th to 8th July 2019, we will be attending the Interfilière in Paris. Drop
by to say hi!
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